
Branding and Web Application Project 
to Help Researchers Better Understand Data  
SUNGEO 
 
 
Project 
Q LTD was selected by the Center for Political Studies at the University of 
Michigan’s Institute for Social Research to design, architect, and develop a new, 
high-quality web environment for SUNGEO (Subnational Geospatial Data Archive). 
SUNGEO, funded by the National Science Foundation, will help researchers and 
analysts integrate subnational data on politics, governance, weather, terrain, 
violence and conflict, demographics, and public health and produce new custom, 
analysis-ready datasets based on topic, country, geographic units, and time period. 
Q LTD partnered with the developers and engineers at Switchback for website and 
application development. 
 
Challenge 
Access, combine, and download complex datasets through a new easy-to-use 
web application.  
 
Goals

BRANDING

UI/UX DESIGN

APPLICATION DESIGN

DATABASE DESIGN

API INTEGRATION

“Q LTD has been 
integral to the success 
of our project. Their 
expertise is ensuring 
that our work is 
presented in the best 
possible light.”

Julia Lippman, PhD 
Senior Researcher 
Center for Political Studies 
Institute for Social Research 
University of Michigan

Approach 
Q LTD and Switchback’s primary role was to translate SUNGEO’s project concept 
into design features and technical requirements. Through an iterative process we 
met on a regular basis to ask questions, sketch, review, and refine, allowing the team 
to co-create this new web application with each member offering their expertise 
and guidance.  
 
Collaboration among the project team – database engineer, designers, and 
developers – was crucial, as each decision would affect both the design and build 
of the application and ultimately the experience of the user. 
 

 
  Develop an engaging website that promotes featured work, 
  displays highly technical information, and is easy to update

 
  Design and build an application in which users can create 
  and download datasets based on a number of variables

 
  Establish a modern brand, including logo design and 
  user interface visual identity standards
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Result 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
All aspects of this project were custom-designed: the look and feel of the brand and 
web environment, the user interface and user experience, the content management 
system, as well as the database and API integration. Performance, speed, and 
security were also assessed and optimized. 
 
The result – a fully functioning beta site for researchers to test and interact with, so 
that the true value and capabilities of the SUNGEO project can begin to be realized.  
The SUNGEO team is eager for feedback, so that the next phase of refinements can 
begin along with the addition of new and updated data. 

A sophisticated, 
unique brand that 
represents 
geospatial data.

A custom-designed 
website that is 
modern, welcoming,  
and usable.

A web application 
that performs 
complex database 
tasks via simple user 
interactions. 
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Q LTD 
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